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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET BO, BPL, and BF be the classifying spaces for stable vector bundles, PL microbundles, 
and spherical fibrations, respectively. Let PL/O, F/O, and F/PL be the fibres of the natural 
maps BO -+ BPL, BO + BF, and BPL --) BF. There is a diagram, with rows and columns 
fibrations :
PLIO--+FjO---+FIPL 
II 1 1 
PLIO- BO ----+ BPL 
1 1 
BF = BF 
Consider the following portions of the homotopy exact sequences of these fibrations. 









dBF)- Kk - ,(FIO) 
In [6], the author investigated the groups and maps in diagram (A) for k = 4~2. In this 
paper, using similar ideas, we settle the extensions for k = 8n + 2. 
Recall that there is an isomorphism x~-~(PL/O) N rk_l, where rk-i is the group of 
differentiable structures on the k - 1 sphere [S]. The exact sequence in the right column of 
(A) can be identified with the Kervaire-Milnor exact sequence [9] 
pk * rk_ 1 + $- i/im J 
where x,(BF) N &I, the k - 1 stable stem, and n,(F/PL) = Pk = 0, Z, ,O, Z fork E 1,2,3,4 
mod 4. Also, im 0 = bPk c rk__, is the subgroup consisting of those exotic spheres which 
bound rc-manifolds [ll]. 
Adams has shown that for k = 8n + 1, 8n + 2, the homomorphism J : nk(BO) 
Z2 4 n,(BF) = TC~-~ is injective [l], and Brown and Peterson have shown that for 
k== 8n + 2, 0 : n&F/PL) = Z2 + n,(PL/O) = rk_l is injective [5]. 
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$2 we consider the homomorphism dR : n&+1 --* Z, studied by Adamsl]. Let 
+ ‘“+l + Sam represent I E r&+ i, m > n. Define d#) = L* E Hom(KO(Ssm), 
;YO(SEm+an+l )) = Hom(Z, Z,) = Z, . In [l] it is shown that there exist elements p” E n&,+r 
such that 2~,, = 0 and d&,,) # 0. Hence dR splits. 
Our main result in $2 is that dRJpL splits. That is, 
THEOREM 1.1. There exist elements p,, E Q, + Z (BPL) such that 2~” = 0 and dRJpL(p.) # 0. 
It follows from the results of Anderson, Brown, and Peterson on spin cobordism [2] 
that the image of the natural homomorphism 
s 
%l+1 - - Q’,‘,“?‘,” -_) n;t: 1 
is Z,, and that the invariant dR : no,+, + Z2 can be identified with this homomorphism. 
Thus kernel (dR) consists of framed manifolds which bound spin manifolds. We will use 
the notation b spins,+ 2 = fi(kernel(d,J,J) c Is” + I for the subgroup of exotic spheres which 
bound spin manifolds. 
Adams has also defined an invariant e R : kernel(d,) --) Z, such that the composition 
e, J : n,,+,(BO) = Z, --, kernel(d,) + Z, is the identity. In $3, we define an invariant 
f: b vhf2 + Z2 such that the composition f0 : Q,+~(F/PL) = Z, --t b spins” +Z + Z, is 
the identity. From this and Theorem 1.1 we conclude 
THEOREM 1.2. There is an isomorphism lY8n+l N bPs,,+z 0 r~&+~/irn J. 
Theorem 1.2 was first proved for n = I,2 by D. Sullivan and R. Williamson. Combining 
all these results, we can write diagram (A): 
(B) 
as 
Here Z2 = im J and Z,” = bPsnf2. All maps are either inclusions into the indicated 
summands or projections. 
The invariant f is defined by studying KO characteristic numbers of spin manifolds with 
exotic sphere boundary. The main result in §3 is 
THEOREM 1.3. Let E E b spin8n+Z c Ia,,+i. Then Z = i3Nsaf2 where Nan+’ is a spin 
manlyold with all Stiefel- Whitney numbers and KO characteristic numbers zero. 
f(E) E Z2 is then defined to be the Brown-Kervaire invariant of such as Nsn+’ [4]. 
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The author is grateful to Professor Kervaire for a conversation which stimulated this 
work. 
42. THE SPLITTING 0 --f b spin,,, z --f rsnfl 2~ Z2 -+ 0 
The map BPL + BF is, of course, induced by a map of structure groups PL --f F. Adams 
defines certain elements p, E x&+1 in terms of Toda bracket constructions. To define the 
necessary elements p,, E n,,+,(BPL) = ns,+,(PL) we need a preliminary lemma relating 
Toda bracket constructions for spheres to Toda bracket constructions for F = lim a”‘,,. 
Let Ad : n,(F) 1 x,,,+~ (,Sm), m + k, be the adjoint isomorphism. m*oO 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Sm+k+e+q _$ S”+kfe 5 S”+k OL’ + S” be maps such that CI’/?’ = ,Yy’ = 0. 
withm~k+p+q+1andk>p+q+1.ThentherearemapsSktp~q~Sk~p~Sk~F 
such that Y’y = y’, Y/I = /Y, Ad a = E’, and c@ = /Iy = 0. Moreover, if 
(%/I, Y> s nk+p+q+i(F) 
denotes the Today bracket, then 
Ad (~3 l% y> = (Ad a, x”P, xmy) = (a’, fi’, r’> E ?,,tktp+q+l(Sm)~ 
ProofI This is an easy consequence of the suspension isomorphism and the geometric 
definitions of Toda brackets and the adjoint isomorphism. We omit the details. 
Next, letj,, = denom(BJ8n) where B,, is the 2nth Bernoulli number. Recall that there 
is a homomorphism e, : Y&_~ + Zjzn which splits off the cyclic subgroup imJ,,_r E Zz,_, 
whenever im J8n_1 N Zjan [I]. It is known that even if im J8n-1 N ZZjzn, there is still a 
splitting &_, z ZjZn @ ker(e,) [l, p. 221. Let u,, E Zj2” c ni,_1 be the element of order 2 
defined by such a splitting. Regard e, as a homomorphism e, : TC~,_~ -+ Q/Z. Then e,(a,) = 4. 
Also, since 8 divides j,,, , ~1, is divisible by 2. Thus g q = 0 where rl E 7~~’ = Z2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let pn E (cl”, 2, q) c Q.+~(F). Then 2pL, = 0 and dR(pn) # 0. 
Proof. This is essentially Theorem 12.13 of [l]. Since we need part of the argument 
below, we indicate the proof. By [12, p. 11 Proposition 1.412,~” - (~1,) 2, ~)2 = + ~“(2, V, 2). 
But (2, q, 2) = 1’ [12, p. 31 Corollary 3.71. Thus 2p,, = a,?,? = 0. Regard dn as a homo- 
morphism dR : n&, 1 -+ Q/Z. Theorems 11.1 and 7.18 of [l] imply that dR(an, 2, u) = 
3~2 dA)e,(a,) = 2(3)(t) = l/2 E Q/z. Thus 4&) Z 0. 
We now prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proofqfl.1. By Theorem 4.6 of [6], JpL induces an isomorphism between the 2-torsion 
subgroups of n,,_,(PL) and ~Q~-~(F) N &_1 if k > 2. n,(PL) = Z + Z4 while rays N Z,,, 
but the Z4 summand is injected by JpI.. Thus let a, E 7tg,_l(PL) be the element defined by 
JpL(a,) = u,, E z~,__~(F) and ICY, = 0. Clearly c(, is divisible by 2. Define pn E Q.+~(PL) by 
p” E (cl,, 2, q). As above, 2p,, = (a,, 2, q)2 = a,,(2,q, 2) = a,q2 = 0. By naturality of Toda 
brackets, JpL(pn) E <JpL(G, 2, v> = <CL, 2, rl> G %,tl(F)- Hence 4 Jt&.> # 0. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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Remark 2.3. D. Sullivan has pointed out that a more conceptual proof of Theorem 
1.1 can be given when im Jsn-.r N Zj,, . Namely, choose the element a, E ns,,_r(PL) above 
such that J,,(a,) E rcsn _ r(F) is the element of order 2 in im .7sn_ I . Then /%X. E n,,_ ,(&5/O) = 
I- sn_r is the element of order 2 in bP,, . 
Representing homotopy elements by framed manifolds, one can see geometrically that 
(JrL(Q, 2, r) is represented by a framing of the manifold 5” x M8” where Ma” is an almost 
parallelizable manifold with A(@“) = 1. Moreover, this framed manifold does not bound 
a spin manifold [lo], hence dR(JpL(c(,), 2, II) # 0. 
Performing surgery on S’ x Msn yields an exotic sphere Esnfl E Psn+r which does 
not bound a spin manifold. Xsnfl has order 2 because it belongs to the Toda bracket 
(pa,, 2, r> E z~,,+~(PL/O) = lYBnfl. Thus X8”+’ splits the sequence 
Besides being geometrically motivated, this proof avoids use of the delicate results 
of [l]. 
$3. THE INVARIANT f : b spinSn+2 + Z, 
We will need the results of Anderson, Brown and Peterson relating spin cobordism 
and KO-theory [2]. Their main theorem is that there is a map of spectra F = n fJ x nfi,, 
J = (.A . ..jk)k20.ji>1, 
3.0 F : M spin +~~J~V~“B0(4n(J)) x ntJEddB0<4n(J) - 2) x fl K(Z,, dim zi> 
I 
which induces an isomorphism in Z,-cohomology. The notation is that of [2], which we 
use throughout. In particularf, : M spin + BO represents the KO-theory class 
rrJ . Q&l) E KO(M spin). 
Let X E b spinSn+Z G 18n+l. Choose a smooth, spin manifold M8”+2 such that 
E = aMBnt2. Let A = Ma”+’ UE CE. 
LEMMA 3.1. There is an isomorphism of microbundles over ii!i 
VM = r + p*a 
where vy is the PL normal microbundle of a, < is an Sm-dimensional spin vector bundle, 
a E x,,+,(BPL) is an Sm-bundle over Sanf2, and p : fi + Ss”‘2 is a map of degree one. More- 
over, p(a) = -Z E n,,+,(PL/O) = r8n+l. Finally, u and 5 are well-defined by the additional 
condition eR JpL(c) = 0. 
ProojI The first two statements fohow easily from smoothing theory and are proved 
in [6, Lemma 3.11. The last statement holds because B is well-defined module vector bundles 
and eR J : ring, + 2(BO) --, Z, is non-zero. 
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We will use Lemma 3.1 to define KO characteristic numbers for the almost smooth 
spin manifold i@. Given a bundle r, let T(g) denote the Thorn space. There is a diagram 
s16m+Sn+2 c 
- T(vM) A T(c) A T(p*a) -=% T(r) A T(o) 
T T T 
A A ,$j-;li;i Idhp ,&&8n+2 
where v, c S’6m’8n+2 is an embedding and c is the collapsing map, A is the diagonal, and 
5”(e x a) = T(5) A T(a) over h x Ssn+‘. 
T(a) is the two cell complex S8” uJprCa) e8m+8”+2. The proof of this for vector bundles 
given in [1] works for PL bundles also. Since /I(a) bounds a spin manifold, &J&C) = 0. 
It follows that there is a map u : T(o) * BO(8m) such that the composition S8m L T(o) 5 
BO(8m) is the generator of n8,(B0(8m)). Let u’ : T(5) --) BO(8m) be the canonical KO- 
orientation [3]. 
We define the KO-numbers rrJ(M8”“) to be 
7CJ(M8”+2) = c*A*(r?(t)u . p*u) E KO-(16m+8n+2)(pf) = Z2. 
Here, r?(5) E KO(i@) hence rcJ(5)u’ E %(T(C)) and nJ(5)u’ . p*u E z(T(t) A T(p*a)). 
From the cofibration sequence S8”” 8n+‘s S8” A T(a) -& S8m+8n+2, we see that the 
orientation u may be replaced by u + j*v where v E n&,,+&,+2(B0(8m)) is non-zero. 
LEMMA 3.2. IfJ# (0) then z~(II~~"+~) is independent of the choice of u. 
Proof. j*v has filtration 8m + 8n + 2 (that is, j*v is trivial on the 8m + 8n + l-skeleton) 
and U’ has filtration 8m. If J # (0) then nJ(5) has filtration greater than zero, hence 
A*(nJ({)u’ . p*j*v) = 0. The lemma follows, 
We remark that R(~)(M~“+~) is not well-defined. This is because 
~16m+8n+2 a T(r) A T(p*o) % T(c) A S8m+8n+2 
represents the bottom cell of T(r) A S8m+8n+2, hence c*A*(u’ . p*j*v) # 0. 
If M is smooth then u = 0 and vM = <. It follows that the KO-numbers nJ(M8”+‘) for 
smooth spin manifolds coincide with those defined in [2]. 
Also, under the connected sum operation (or, more simply, disjoint union) the collection 
of almost smooth spin manifolds is a semi-group. The numbers rcJ are additive. That is, 
rcJ(M8”+’ % N S,+Z> = ,J(@“+2) + nJ(~8n+z)e 
From the main theorem of [2], it follows that smooth spin cobordism classes are 
detected by the KO characteristic numbers nJ, J = (j, - * * j,), k 2 0, ji > 1, and by Stiefel- 
Whitney numbers ti = w, i1 - - * w,~‘. In dimension 8n + 2, the rrJ and w’ span a vector space 
over Z2. 
LEMMA 3.3. The relations which hold between the numbers nJ and w’ for all 8n -I- 2 
smooth, spin manifolds are generated by (1) the relations w’ = 0 if w’ involves w, or w2, 
(2) the Wu relations CD-‘a,@(~ rsn+z-q) = 0 where a4 E AZ4 is an element in the mod 2 Steenrod 
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Algebra, wttSsn+l-q is a monomial of degree 8n + 2 - q > 0 in the Stiefel- Whitney classes, and 
iD : H *(B Spin, Z,) 1 H *(M Spin, Z,) is the Thorn isomorphism, and (3) the relations xJ = Y, 
between KO-numbers and S-W numbers, where 4n(J) - 2 = 8n + 2 andcD( YJ) = fJ*(o/4n(J)_2) 
E H*“+‘(M Spin, Z,), where E~,,(~)_~ E H*“+‘(B0(4n(J) - 2), Z,) is the generator, 
Proof. From the homotopy equivalence 3.0 it is immediate that an element of 
H8”+2(M Spin, Z,) vanishes on all spin manifolds if and only if it is decomposable over the 
Steenrod algebra. Also, the numbers nJ, J = (j, * * * j,), ji > 1, are independent. Finally, one 
sees from 3.0 that the only relations between the rcJ and wr are generated by those given 
in (3). 
LEMMA 3.4. The relations (l), (2), (3) of Lemma 3.3 holdfor almost smooth spin mani- 
folds fi8n+2. 
Proof. Since w,(Q) = w2(&) = 0, the relations (1) hold. The Wu relations (2) hold 
for all Poincare duality spaces. The relations (3) follow by computing the KO-theory and 
Z,-cohomology maps in the diagram 
~16m+8n+2 (IdAp)A= 
-----) T(t)A T(a) z MSpin(8m) A BO(8m) % 
BO(8m + 8n + 2) A BO(8m) -% BO(16m + 8n + 2). 
For this composition n : S16m+8n+2 + BO(16m + 8n + 2) is by definition the KO-number 
7cJ(A4*“+2). It is non-zero if and only if the cohomology map 
rc* : H 16mt8n+2(B0(16m + fjn +2))_+jy16m+8n+2(S16mt8n+2) 
is non-zero. But in cohomology this clearly gives the Stiefel-Whitney number 
fJ*(a4,(J,-2)(t) = yJ(t) = yJ(M8”+2) 
since wi(vIcI) = wi(<) by lemma 3.1. 
We can now prove Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of 1.3. Let Z = 8M8n+2 as above. It follows from Lemma’s 3.3 and 3.4 and 
an easy argument with vector spaces that there is a closed, smooth, spin manifold L8n+2 
with the same KO-numbers and S-W numbers as M8nf2. Then N8nt2 = M8”t2 % L8n’2 
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1.3. 
Actually, the number nCo)(N8”’ 2, is not well-defined. This ambiguity in ~c(‘)(N*“+~) will 
not matter in our application below since an 8n + 2 spin manifold with only n(O) non-zero 
is cobordant to a framed manifold. [2]. 
Recall that Brown [4] has defined an invariant rl/ : szS&$’ 2 + Z, which agrees with the 
Kervaire invariant [9] on QFiy;d . II/ is defined in terms of secondary cohomology operations 
and can easily be defined on PL manifolds with wr = w2 = 0. 
Given Z E b spins,+2, define f(E) = $(NSnt2) E Z, where z = aNsnf2 and the KO- 
number and S-W numbers of N8”i2 vanish. This gives a well defined homomorphism 
f:bspir&+2+Z2. For, first, the ambiguity in 7t(“)(N8nf2) is not important since 
Qfsma!$+ nit; 2 f Z2 is zero [5]. Secondly, if we glue two such Nsnt2 together along 
their common boundary X, we obtain a smooth spin boundary since all the characteristic 
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numbers vanish. If C, E bP,, + 2 is non-zero then we may choose C, = and”+’ where Np+2 
is the 4n-connected, framed, Kervaire manifold. Since ll/(N,8”+‘) = 1 , it follows thatfsplits 
the exact sequence 
0+bPs,+z=Z2+bspin,,+, 
Theorem 1.2 is a corollary of this and theorem 1.1. 
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